BUSINESS, POLITICS, AND SECURITY STUDIES

The Department of Business, Politics and Security Studies offers a rich and robust set of choices for students. BPSS offers undergraduate programs in Business, Business Administration, Public Service & Non-Profit Leadership, and Homeland Security. BPSS also offers a fully online M.S. in Cybersecurity Policy and Risk Management. We also offer exciting minors that help you specialize in certain areas of study.

Public Service and Non-Profit Leadership (B.S.)

The Bachelor of Science degree in Public Service and Non-Profit Leadership (PS) provides an interdisciplinary, applied approach to the study of public and not-for-profit institutions and actors. Students explore the ways that leaders and citizens work in and around governments to address the complex problems confronted by New Hampshire and the United States today.

Business (B.A.)

The Bachelor of Arts in Business (BUS) has a strong interdisciplinary focus. The curriculum adheres to a philosophy that effective decision making requires a broad understanding of the institutional and cultural climate within which businesses are operating. The program uses the resources of Manchester’s business community and its economic strengths to provide students with skills, knowledge, and opportunities. The business program offers areas of focus in accounting, business economics, management (including human resources), and marketing/sales. Students with a unique interest can create a self-designed concentration with approval of their advisor and the coordinator of the business program.

Homeland Security (B.S.)

The Bachelor of Science in Homeland Security (HLS) is fully offered in both Manchester and Durham campuses. A degree in homeland security will give you the knowledge and tools to defend, protect, act and react to threats small and large, from bioterrorism to data breaches to natural disasters. Built upon the expertise and advice of homeland security professionals across the nation, this program empowers you to think, plan and respond to today’s most relevant security and preparedness issues. As a student in our program, you will be learning from faculty who are experts in the field and you’ll work on projects with real businesses and organizations.

Programs

- Business (http://catalog.unh.edu/undergraduate/manchester/programs-study/business)
- Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership (http://catalog.unh.edu/undergraduate/manchester/programs-study/public-service-nonprofit-leadership)

Faculty

Business Faculty (https://manchester.unh.edu/program/bs/business-major/#collapse_54)

Homeland Security Faculty (https://manchester.unh.edu/program/bs/homeland-security-major/#collapse_67)

Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership Faculty (https://manchester.unh.edu/program/bs/public-service-nonprofit-leadership-major/#collapse_120)